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A mountain-bike challenge of
Despite the obstacles
posed by Covid, last
year saw nine Jersey
riders, including
Michael Boarer,
head to Italy to tackle
the Appenninica – a
technically demanding
race in the beautiful
Emilia Romagna area
SOMEHOW in the Covid year of 2021, a
group of Jersey riders managed to navigate flight logistics, lateral-flow tests and
vaccination passport demands to find
themselves in Italy in mid-September.
They were there to take part in a relatively new Mountain Bike race – the Appenninica – along the Apennine divide between Emilia Romagna and Tuscany.
It was a competitive challenge that offered both beautiful routes and spectacular views from the mountain ridges of
Emilia Romagna, a lovely and under-visited part of Italy.
The riders were to face a real challenge
with tough climbs, technical and steep descents and weather conditions from the
sublime to the ridiculous.
In total, the race was 450km, over seven
days or stages and 15,000 metres of vertical
climbing, with plenty of single-track riding. This was a race for the pure mountain
biker, involving slower average speeds
following tough trails every day. Weather conditions offered up everything from
temperatures of over 30˚C to below 10˚C
with torrential rain. There were technical rock sections, mountain streams, high
winds and lightning. Real fun.

Preparation and riders

n Indi and Colin Malzard at the beginning of the challenge
had a variety of experience but everyone
had previously completed at least one other multi-day stage race.
Training for such an event starts many
months before. The ride is not for the
faint-hearted and, without honing technical riding skills and reaching peak fitness,
achieved by getting a significant number
of training miles under the belt, it would
be foolhardy to try. Luckily, Jersey trails
offer the off-road rider some great routes,
particularly on our north coast, to develop
the required techniques and skills. Even
the daily commute that many of us now
undertake helped to build mileage into
legs and body.
Being prepared before each stage and
having spares and tools with you in case

Nine Jersey riders travelled to Italy in
September 2022 to meet 142 riders from
around the world, so a significant representation from our relatively small jurisdiction.
The group comprised father and daughter Colin and Indi Malzard, Michael Boarer and his niece, Lisa Mansell, Mikey
Dudek, Ian Cabot, Dave Horbury, Roberto
De Andrade and Tim Hubert. The riders

n Mikey Dudek tackles the first stage

n Roberto De Andrade

of problems en-route is essential. It was
mandatory to carry a Multitool, a spare
derailleur hanger, everything needed to
repair at least two punctures and a chain
tool and two chain links. Lisa was unlucky
enough to suffer a rare mechanical breakdown, as her tubeless valve was damaged
and had to be extracted before a spare
inner tube could be fitted. Evening rituals
always involved checking tyres and brake
pads after a general bike clean.

ful town known since Roman times for its
thermal springs.
Thereafter, there were group starts. Day
two gave riders their first real taste of
the Apennine ridge with a 57km ride and
2,340m of elevation gain from Porretta
Terme to Lizzano in Belvedere. Named the
Corno, the second stage included the Corno alle Scale mountain, providing wide
views as well as a tough day, ascending
through a small ski resort and reaching
some spectacular ridge riding before a
challenging descent.
The days then began to merge into a similar pattern of eat, sleep, ride, recover and
Day one was an individual time trial of eat before getting to day five, the big day,
45km and 1,645 metres climbing, starting called the Queen Stage.
and finishing in Porretta Terme, a beautiThis was an epic 95km in distance and
3,600 metres of elevation gain on a trail
reaching a maximum altitude of 2,000 metres.
In normal conditions a real challenge,
on the day weather played its part with torrential rain and a thunderstorm decimating the field. Some 25 riders were bussed
from an intermediate checkpoint to the
end of the stage wrapped for warmth in
space blankets.
In the event, 17 riders finished the full
course, with just Roberto and Indi of the

The event

n The route map
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spectacular views and Purgatory

n Michael Boarer during the fifth stage of the challenge
Jersey group finishing, together with 50
riders on a slightly shortened distance of
84km which, under the circumstances,
was a huge achievement.
On the final day, a mere 50km and 1,600
metres of climbing was called Purgatory,
not because of the demands of the ride, but
because it took place in the shadow of the
mountain that inspired Dante’s Purgatory, the second part of his Divine Comedy,
following the Inferno and preceding the
Paradiso.
The poem written in the early-14th century is an allegory, the second part telling
of Dante’s ascent of the Mount of Purgatory, guided first by the Roman poet, Virgil,
and then Beatrice, the idealised women
loved from afar.
And then it was all over, as the riders tasted the satisfaction of having
finished at Castelnovo ne’ Monti and

dreamt of their next challenge (how
Dante-esque!).
A fantastically organised race that enabled riders to see a large part of the region,
the event was created as the organiser
came from the region and wanted to show
it off to others. It celebrated all things
about the locality, including the local Parmiagano cheese.
With a small field, it felt a very personal race with the riders quickly getting to
know the organisers, marshals and medics. The host towns pulled out all the stops
to be welcoming.
In the Jersey team, father had raced
daughter and uncle had raced niece.
Everyone returned richer from the
experience.
I would 100% recommend this race to
anyone wanting to take part in a multi-day
n The imposing Bismantova Rock Picture: JUAN J PESTAÑA
MTB stage race.

n Lisa Mansell on the second stage Picture: JUAN J PESTAÑA

n The weather changed during the stage from Fanano to Cerreto
Picture: JUAN J PESTAÑA
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Why is the bicycle wheel so amazing?
David Eastham
takes a closer look
at how the most
important part of
the bike has evolved
TO appreciate the bike wheel, it is necessary to consider what went before. Road
vehicles, including carriages, had wooden spoked wheels with wooden rims. The
‘tyre’ was a band of iron round the rim
which held everything together and acted
as the tread.
It was unsuitable for cycling, being too
heavy and too cumbersome, which is
where the wire-spoked wheel came in.
Tension-spoked wheels were invented for
his glider in 1808 by pioneering aeronautical engineer, George Cayley.
Fittingly, given this invention’s contribution to cycling, it was bicycle entrepreneurs, the Wright Brothers, who went on
to invent powered aircraft. The same technology is used on motorbikes, vintage cars
and the London Eye.
The wire-spoked wheel differs from the
cart wheel as the spokes are under tension,
rather than compression. This makes the
bike wheel – even at rest – an intricate
balance of forces, apparent when you pop a
spoke and your wheel no longer runs true.
This structure is what makes bike wheels
strong and light. When you change a car
wheel, you begin to realise just how much
heavier they are.
The wheel is crucial to bicycle performance and comfort, even more than the
frame. Weight is always important in the
choice of bike components but, on the
wheel, it is critical.
When you accelerate on your bike you actually have to accelerate the wheels twice
– firstly in moving them forward with the
rest of the bike and secondly in spinning
them on, which means any weight-saving
here is worth (at least) twice that on the
frame.

The rim
In recent years, the trend has been towards wider and deeper rims with fatter
tyres, as designers aim to provide more
comfort and aerodynamic efficiency. Disc
brakes relieved manufacturers of the need
to incorporate braking surfaces onto rims.
The bike rim, for many years, has been
aluminium, which is easy to build with,
resistant to damage on the road and offers
effective braking.
Carbon-fibre rims were not so good
with rim brakes. The current popularity
of discs means this is less of a problem.
Carbon rims are more delicate to build
with, are lightweight and have confounded
those who predicted they would be prone
to break catastrophically.

n Radial-spoke lacing: this front hub does not have to handle drive or braking forces and can be laced in a radial pattern
Picture: SHUTTERSTOCK

become more common. These were pioneered by Mavic, a French manufacturer,
replacing standard parts with proprietary
ones, specific to the bike model.
The benefit is that everything is optimised for its role, allowing an overall reduction in weight.
For instance, straight pull spokes eliminate the elbow, which is a common failure
point in J-spokes. Straight spokes can be
run at higher tension and therefore fewer
of them are needed.
The wheel manufacturer can also
choose a different ratio of spokes on each
side to balance the stresses on ‘dished’
wheels.
Hand-builders can get similar results
by using plain spokes on the dished side,
where the tension is higher, and butted
Recently, so-called system wheels have spokes on the undished side.
Modern bike wheels might thus pair
one radially laced side with traditional
cross lacing on the opposite side to han-

Most wheels are ‘semi-tangental’ with
crossing spokes which make them resilient to deformation and able to handle both
driving and braking forces. The time-honoured approach is ‘three cross’, in which
each spoke crosses over three others.
The other lacing type is radial, where the
spokes do not cross at all. However, the
style cannot handle drive or (disc) braking
forces.
Wheel builders often like to show off
their skills by choosing lacing patterns
that are more elaborate than strictly necessary, but these are largely variations on
the two standard patterns.

System Wheels

dle the different forces to which they are
subject.
Finally, the appearance of the whole
thing can be made sleeker, the use of a consistent design language making the wheel
part of a visually appealing whole.

Conclusion
While even ordinary wheels are a marvel in their own right, good wheels are a
priority for the aspiring rider.
Therefore, if you have a bike that is otherwise satisfactory, but you are struggling
to keep up, wheels are often a good choice
for an upgrade.
Your bicycle dealer will be happy to
recommend
a
high-quality
lightweight ‘system’, wheel-set to meet your
requirements.
You can retain your original wheels for
winter training or commuting.

Spokes
The trick for the wheel builder is to lace
and tension the wheel so that the spokes
remain in tension while riding, but not so
much that they deform the spokes.
Most hubs and rims have spoke holes
dimensioned for J-headed spokes and their
nipples. More exotic spokes are butted –
worked to be thinner in the middle and
save weight, or bladed to be more aerodynamic.
Stainless-steel spokes are standard.
They are durable and do not rust. The
spoke nipple is usually brass. On conventional wheels, these protrude from the
wheel rim and can be adjusted on the roadside if a spoke pops.
While spoke replacement is a routine
repair for bicycle dealerships, if more than
a couple of spokes fail, they are probably
starting to suffer fatigue, meaning that all n An example of a ‘system’ wheel. Note
the spokes should be replaced.
the ‘straight-pull’ spokes whose heads are

Spoke lacing
This is the pattern made by the spokes.

hidden within the hub and the asymmetric
hub design with a large flange that
transfers drive through tangental spokes
and a smaller non-drive side flange whose
spokes are radially laced Picture: SHUTTERSTOCK

n The time-honoured standard: this wheel shows three-cross spoke lacing
Picture: SHUTTERSTOCK
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A ‘thrilling and intimidating’ ride
From spectacular
scenery to the
sobering experience
of landing at one
of the world’s most
dangerous airports,
Jersey cyclist Tony
Moffa reflects
on the journey of
a lifetime across
Annapurna and Nepal
I KNEW little of what to expect when I set
off on a trip with friends to ride around
the Annapurna Himalayas in the central
northern part of Nepal.
We flew from London, with a short stopover in Delhi, before going on to Kathmandu, following a surprisingly simple route
to get to somewhere so far away in time,
location and culture.
After unpacking our bike bags, we spent
three days in the Kathmandu valley. Accommodation was in an elevated hillside
cottage with views of the city which, at
night, was lit up spectacularly.
With a population of around one and
a half million people, the vibe on Katmandu’s streets is lively, even chaotic.
Overhead cables and powerlines drape low
enough to touch.
There is a sense of overdevelopment owing, in part, to rapid population growth.
The city is at around 1,400 metres so, as we
acclimatised, uphill rides quickly reached
over 2,000 metres.
They provided breathtaking views on
long tough climbs leading to monasteries including Swayambhunath Temple,
known to westerners as the Monkey Temple. The sheer number of monkeys is extraordinary.
It is hard to explain if you haven’t been
to Nepal, but the simplest and most sedate
views seemed mesmerising, the temples,
prayer flags and prayer wheels contributing to the atmosphere of holiness.
After acclimatising, we rode a 90km
circuit from Kathmandu to Bhaktapur, a
medieval town, which was formerly the
capital of a separate kingdom. Bhaktapur
is a city of temples.
We were lucky to be there in 2014, as
many of the buildings were destroyed in
the 2015 earthquake.

n Setting off from Jomsom at 2,750 metres
The route that day over varied terrain
was superb. Our guide told us that if we
had found that ride special, then those to
come would be off the dial, as we ventured
further into the high mountains.
We flew from Kathmandu to Pokhara in
a small twin-engined plane, which gave us
our first real view of the Himalayas.
Even though the mountains were still
over 100km away, they towered over the
airport and appeared as if in touching
distance.
The landscape was magical, almost incomprehensible, both perfect and threatening.
At Pokhara we had a rest day, enjoying
the culture, atmospheric buzz of the nightlife and the Nepalese food. The streets were
lined with bars and restaurants, busy with
locals, hikers, mountaineers and the occasional yak.
The next morning, we boarded our Otter aircraft, flying over the mountains to
Jomsom, a small town at 2,700 metres. The
airfield is tiny and boxed in on all sides
by peaks which tower more than 5,000m
above sea level.

n Pausing before crossing a rope bridge. Tony wasn’t keen to be the first one across

The approach and descent to the airfield was both breathtaking and tense. The
plane was loaded to the gunnels with our
bags, sherpas and bikes.
As we taxied at one of the world’s ten
most dangerous airfields, we noticed the
burnt-out wreckage of a previous flight.
This was sobering.
What followed was a week’s tour through
the Annapurna Valley with trail riding
I’ve never seen the like of in magazines, let
alone in real life.
From pine forests and stunning mountain climbs, to long descents and snowlined roads, with trekkers, yaks and mountain goats, everything we saw exceeded
expectation.
The highlight of the trip’s mountain
phase was a three-hour hike-a-bike up to
the ridge of a 4,400-metre peak through
deep snow.
The experience was a blend of amazing,
thrilling and intimidating, culminating
in the most enjoyable riding I have ever
experienced.
A two-hour free-ride descent led from
the top to the valley bottom, following nat-

n Spectacular scenery on the way from
Kathmandu to Bhaktapur

ural switchbacks and fast-paced sections
with sheer drops on either side. The scenery was so striking and awe-inspiring that
we had to stop periodically to process what
we were seeing.
I had always expected to see Nepal climbing or hiking. I cannot now imagine my
life without the memory of mountain biking in Nepal.

n Prayer flags were ‘comforting’ in a landscape that can be lonely
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Get us to the church(es) on time
Following a family
wedding in Norfolk,
Peter and Anne
Hargreaves
jumped on their
bicycles and spent
three days exploring
the county’s churches
and rural landscapes
IN September 2020, our daughter, Catherine, was married. The wedding had been
planned for Jersey, but Covid restrictions
made this impractical.
Instead, we enjoyed a family wedding
in lovely weather in North Norfolk,
which Anne and I preferred, as there was
time for us to talk to everyone at the reception, then limited to 30 guests.
It also gave us the opportunity to explore
Norfolk’s countryside, which was both old
and, for us, new. We stayed on for another
three days, in a renovated workman’s cottage, near a watermill at Worthing on the
mill stream of the Blackwater River, just
before it joins the River Wensum. I had
hoped to go swimming in the mill stream,
but the water level was too low after a dry
summer.
Basing ourselves at Worthing (in Norfolk, not Sussex), we left the car and, over
two days, cycled about 120 kilometres. The
place name is Anglo Saxon, combining
worth, meaning the valiant or worthy one,
with –ing from ingas, meaning people.
We kept to small roads and cyclable tracks, relying for navigation on
detailed Ordnance Survey maps and Simon Jennings’s England’s Thousand Best
Churches. More are listed for Norfolk than
for any other county so we were spoilt for
choice. Another Norfolk feature is decorated village signs, which first appeared
when Edward VII stayed on the royal estate at Sandringham and suggested they
would help motorists get around and record features of interest.

n Tittleshall Church

n Swans beside the Nare Valley Way, a route wonderfully hidden in deep country
site of Norfolk’s first cathedral before the
seat moved first to Thetford and then to
Norwich.
Located on an interfluve between the
Blackwater and Wensum is the site of
the early Anglo Saxon cemetery at Spong
Hill, the largest so far excavated in
England.
The majority of burials were cremations, the bodies probably burnt on pyres
elsewhere, the remains placed in urns and
then buried, possibly on a particularly
propitious date in the calendar, when the
community met at Spong Hill. The majority of urns contained grave goods, some
cremated, some not.
That this was principally a cremation
burial site indicates it dates from the pagan period. With the spread of Christianity, it was replaced by smaller local cemeteries containing bodies. Spong Hill, the
nearby Roman site at Billingford and the
early cathedral site at North Elmham all
n The medieval ‘wine glass’ pulpit in Castle suggest that this part of the River Wensum
Acre Church
valley served as the focus for an extended
The parish of Worthing adjoins North area.
Elmham, whose church stands next to the
Our rides were along and between riv-

n Anne outside the Bailey Gate in Castle Acre

ers, the Nare, which flows west and north
to the Wash at King’s Lynn, and the Wensum, which winds its way eastward to Norwich, joining the Yare and the sea at Yarmouth. We were experiencing a geography
of the past, centred on river valleys and,
between them, interfluves, that too many
visitors ignore.
On our first ride, we visited churches at
Brisley, where there is a three-decker pulpit, a medieval painting of St Christopher,
which has been uncovered, and a vault
where prisoners were kept on the way to
Norwich jail and then to Tittleshall, site
of the family crypt of the Cokes, Earls of
Leicester. We couldn’t see the crypt, as this
was the first church we had come to which,
in lockdown, was locked.
We stopped for sandwiches on a green
outside the village surrounding a war memorial and cycled onto Castle Acre, where
the church stands between the ruins of the
Cluniac Abbey and the fortified town and
castle.
Both abbey and town were established in
the late-11th century by William de Warrene, 2nd Earl of Surrey. The town hasn’t

n The medieval font and font cover in
Castle Acre Church
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n Beeston Church, standing alone in the countryside. Unusually for Norfolk, it has a spire

n Anne riding beside East Lexham Church. Significantly it stands on a slight mound in a
circular churchyard, suggesting it may be built on a previously pagan site

n Pre-Raphaelite glass in Botton

n Anne by the village sign for Salle

grown significantly since, retaining its
medieval gates.
Riding back eastwards, we followed the
Nare Valley Way upriver as far as East
Lexham. If anywhere else but in Norfolk,
East Lexham’s isolated church might have
been in England’s Thousand Best Churches. It is one of Norfolk’s 124 round-towered
churches. The church may (or may not) be
Anglo Saxon.
We rode on to Beeston Church, which did

Our first church stop was at Booton,
which hardly exists as a village. The
church stands in isolation.
Its incumbent was editor of the High
Tory Quarterly Review, his eccentric
church built in the 19th century in Italianate style, with money donated by a welloff lady friend. It is now redundant, the
interior empty.
Then on to Salle, a 15th-century church
reached down country lanes and built

with the wealth from the wool trade. Unfortunately the church was closed so our
exploration of its interior will have to wait
for another day.
We rode on, taking our picnic lunch at
Heydon, an estate village with, beyond the
gates, Heydon Hall’s extensive grounds.
On our last evening, we had dinner at
the Bell at Brisley after three marvellous
days of calm, beauty and exploration by
bike of a remembered countryside.

make it and stands alone a mile from the
village. It too was closed.
We then crossed the Blackwater and
cycled north on a back road to Worthing, stopping at its round-towered isolated
church in the evening sunlight.
Our second ride was along and then
north of the Wensum River. The valley
here is marked by a number of now flooded
silt and gravel works, showing how little
this rich riverscape is valued.

n Litcham Church. If this had been anywhere other than Norfolk, it might have made it
into England’s Thousand Best Churches

n Anne and Peter outside Heydon Church, which lies outside Heydon Hall
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Bringing a Gran Fondo to Jersey
James Barrell, of
The Cog and Sprocket,
explains what cyclists
can expect from this
‘big ride’, which will
take place in the
Island this spring
GRAN Fondo is an Italian term which
loosely translates as big ride.
A Gran Fondo is a mass-participation
cycling event that has enjoyed incredible
popularity in Europe for decades and has
recently become popular in the UK, North
America, Asia, Australia and, increasingly, worldwide.
The first Gran Fondo ever held was the
Nove Colli (Nine Hills) on 12 July 1970 in
Cesenatico, Italy.
Today, Nove Colli is arguably Italy’s
biggest cycling party with a large two-day
expo and a 12,000-rider field tackling various distances from 80km to 200km.
Gran Fondos are designed for everyone. Whether you are an experienced
cyclist wanting to push your own limits, or
you are someone new to riding and want
to ride at your own pace, a Gran Fondo
typically has a perfect ride and group for
you.

Putting Jersey on the
cycling map
The inaugural Gran Fondo Jersey is a
much smaller event than those mentioned
previously, with expectations of between
300 and 400 riders taking part.
In time, the organisers hope to make it
an annual destination event, with support

n Between 300 and 400 riders are expected to take part in the inaugural Gran Fondo Jersey
from UCI support and the world’s best amateur cyclists competing for prizes.
This year’s Gran Fondo Jersey will take
place on Sunday 1 May. There will be
two rides, the first with an approximate
distance of 110km and taking in most
of the Island, and the second covering approximately 70km, which will be

more suitable for beginners and riders
wanting to tackle their first-ever Gran
Fondo event.
To register an interest in taking part, or
for more information, visit granfondo.je.
The entry fee is £20 per rider and a portion of each entry fee will be donated to
Jersey Cheshire Home, the event partner.

A wonderful charity, Jersey Cheshire
Home is the only residential facility in
the Island, caring solely for adults with
disabilities.
Anyone wishing to independently support Jersey Cheshire Home, or sponsor a
cyclist taking part, can also do so at jerseycheshirehome.co.uk.

n The first Gran Fondo took place in Italy in 1970 and similar events now take place around the world

n The event will feature a 110km course and a 70km route

n Riders and their sponsors will raise money for Jersey Cheshire Home

